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About This Game

Vitrum is a 3D, first person, puzzle/platform game. The main character is an android designed to convert energy from crystals
into powers. The android can absorb energy in each of his hands, allowing him to combine different powers. One of the coolest

powers is the ability to invert the gravity, because it’s 3d and because the player can freely choose when and where to use it!
Vitrum takes place in a desert laboratory full of different colored crystals. Some crystals grant powers, others are harmful to the

android.

The player will have to figure out how to use the crystals, solve the puzzles and finish each stage in Vitrum. Features:

- Stage editor
- More than 45 stages.

- Collect crystal shards to unlock Insane stages.
- Each crystal color represents a power, explore each color and discover every power the android can execute.

- Combine powers to solve more difficult puzzles.
- Explore 3D gravity inversion, materialization of crystal platforms, super high jumps and other powers.
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Got it to work no problem. The puzzles really work out well. It took just a right amount of time without being WAY too
difficult. I've done several Escape rooms and this one was fun. Got it while it was on sale. Don't regret it at all.. First 5 minutes
of the game: JOJO's REFERENCE.
10²/10

. No, it is nothing like Jungle Strike.. Rogue Contracts Syndicate is an average game I have seen some people call it a hotline
miami clone but i dont think thats fair to say. hotline miami is a fast paced run and gun shooter and Rogue Contracts is a slower
more strategic game with some basic stealth elements thrown in. you do a fair amount of running and gunning but most of the
time you will be using your fists and sword. i enjoyed the game but it has a few problems with the difficulty for the most part its
a fair challenge but some sections feel cheap. it tells an interesting story and has good music and graphics for 1$ its kinda hard
not to recommend. 3/10
Another really dull wave shooter. Graphics are nice, but I can't find anything to recommend here.. Just like my japanese anime

Needs more hentai

10/10

4/13/2016 14:15

Edit: Okay, because only 10 out of 66 people found this useful, let me just say that this game is absolutely amazing, if you can
stand how weird and sometimes difficult it is. I personally love the fact that you can actually become things that you origionally
feared when you first start playing. Killing Barracudas as a Great White Shark always has a slight satisfaction of revenge. I
strongly would advise, however, that this game needs to be updated a lot. Not that I'm saying "OH THIS GAME IS BROKEN!
DONT GET IT" Quite the opposite. I'd reccomend getting it now to show the devs of the game you are excited to play this game
when it reaches its full potential. Anyways, sorry for those looking for laughs cause that was a bit boring and I know I got a few
of my millions of lost brain cells back from actually trying to be somewhat intelligent.. Best game 2k69 9/11. -IGN 69 Stars
-PlumBam ♥♥♥♥♥ -sos. Lovely game!
As a point-and-click admirer, and a long-running gamer when it comes to the genre, I am always looking for good titles to
enjoy. Most of the times, the games claim to be oh-so-great, but end-up being oh-so-abysmal.
Maggie's Apartment is exactly the opposite - the game makers claim ot have created a fun small game. And that's exactly what
they did.

I am not sure the topic or the plot would be as enjoyable for the male audience as it would be for the female, but come on - who
hasn't had a near-stupid crush on a celebrity?

The game is fun and full of puns and jokes. Exactly what the trailer suggests. 3-4 hours filled with loveliness. Not to mention the
way Maggie moves around. I adore the way she looks. Such a cute thing!

Hope you make more games like this one. I would definitely follow your careers, guys :). Why hit the boobs??????
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\u2610 Kids
\u2610 Everyone
\u2611 Casual players
\u2610 Pro players

===[ Graphics: ]===
\u2610 Potato
\u2610 Really bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 OK
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Masterpiece

===[Price\/quality: ]===
\u2610 Full price
\u2611 Wait for sale
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Don't do it

===[ Requirments: ]===
\u2610 90' PC
\u2610 Minimum
\u2610 Medium
\u2610 Fast
\u2610 High end
\u2611 NASA computer

===[ Difficulty: ]===
\u2610 You just need 2 arms
\u2610 Ez
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard (first few hours)
\u2610 Dark Souls

===[ Game time\/length ]===
\u2610 Really short ( 0 - 2 hours) (5 Minutes)
\u2610 Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
\u2610 Long ( 12+ hours)
\u2611 Endless
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===[ Story] ===
\u2611 It doesn't have
\u2610 Still better than Twilight
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

===[ Bugs ]===
\u2610 Game itself is one big BUG
\u2610 Bugs destroying the game
\u2610 Lot of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing
~~~~~~~
Graphics:\t\u2605\u2605\u2606\u2606\u2606
Sound: \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606\u2606
Gameplay: \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605
Music: \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606
Overall: \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606
~~~~~~~
Another skin pack for FortressCraft. Why not?
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it's kinda a scam. DON'T BUY. The gameplay is your usual 2D mining RPG, with a couple of fun twists and distinct
progression paths. The setting mixes Realm of the Elderlings, War of the Worlds and Lost.. Excellent first VR experience..
Does this remind anybody else of the graphics for Pixel Dungeon?

Game is barely a YES.... The game is in it's infancy stage - so early that you could honestly call it the embryonic stage - and it
shows in the gameplay. HOWEVER, despite it's relatively low budget, I am surprised with the game's features and content. It's
not Madden (it doesn't have millions of dollars behind it, so of course it won't be) but I think with continued support, 5-10 years
down the line, this game could be the PC football game we've all been waiting for. It's not worth $20 atm (more like $12 tbh),
but if that's what it takes to support the game's future, I'm willing to dish that out (though I bought it for sale at $15.99, hehe). I
definitely recommend it, especially if it's on sale. The PC platform DESPERATELY needs a football game, and we may have it
here.. It's worth playing if you got it in the SS complete pack
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